Some verbs in Portuguese have two past participle forms: one regular, formed by adding -do to the stem, and the other irregular, either identical to the 1SG present indicative, or a distinct form. According to traditional grammars (Thomas 1969, Ganho & McGovern 2004, participle selection for these verbs is rigid. The perfect auxiliaries ter/haver 'have' take the regular form, while the irregular form occurs with the passive/adjectival 'be' auxiliaries ser/estar. However, some authors (Perini 2002; Simões 2008) observe that irregular participles may occur with ter/haver in contemporary Brazilian Portuguese. Here, we demonstrate that irregular participles are actually used frequently with perfect ter/haver and that the variation observed is better described in terms of (1) the behavior of individual verbs, based on frequency considerations, and (2) whether the irregular participle is identical to the 1SG present indicative.
